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1. Introduction31
National breast screening programmes using X-ray mammography have produced a32
signicant decline in breast cancer mortality among women (Karim-Kos et al. 2008).33
In recent years the traditional lm-screen image receptor has been replaced by digital34
receptors (Young & Dance 2010) and digital breast tomosynthesis is now available.35
However, the impact of digital systems on the clinical detection task still needs to36
be established. Clinical trials are conventionally used to study these systems but have37
many associated limitations such as the ethical issues of extra exposure and the excessive38
time scales needed for generating statistically meaningful datasets. However, simulation39
approaches that utilize realistic models of pathology which can be inserted into normal40
mammograms oer the potential to overcome these limitations. Thus, the development41
of lesion models with the appearance of realistic pathology can enable the assessment42
and optimization of 2D digital imaging and emerging methods of 3D breast imaging.43
Two approaches have been used in the past to simulate the appearance of masses. In the44
rst approach real masses have been characterized from clinical data and then masses45
synthesised by randomly sampling from the mass appearance parameter space (Saunders46
et al. 2006, Highnam et al. 2000, Timberg et al. 2010, Caulkin et al. 2000, Berks47
et al. 2010a). Some of these have been evaluated by receiver operating characteristics48
(ROC) studies, with area under the ROC curve (AUC) and 95% condence interval49
(CI) ranging from 0.65 (0.58-0.72) (Saunders et al. 2006) to 0.70 (0.61-0.79) (Berks50
et al. 2010b).51
The second main approach for lesion simulation uses mathematical models to52
generate masses which may then be inserted into clinical images. Bliznakova et al.53
(2003) used simple shapes (e.g. spheres or ellipsoids) to simulate masses. A random54
walk method of simulating realistic malignant masses has been used by several authors55
(Bliznakova et al. 2003, Ruschin et al. 2005, Gong et al. 2006, Hintsala et al. 2009).56
Ruschin et al. (2005) have also attempted to simulate spiculations by adding star-shaped57
objects to their model. Most of the mass models used for this second approach employ58
adhoc empirical image processing steps to enhance the realism of the mass appearance59
when inserted into the mammogram. More recent work by de Sisternes et al. (2010),60
used a stochastic Gaussian random sphere model to simulate a central tumour and a61
fractal branching algorithm to model spicules. However, none of these mathematical62
approaches appears to have been evaluated with observer studies but instead, have63
relied on subjective assessments. There is therefore a need for a validated model of64
breast masses appearance which is capable of producing a wide variety of representative65
pathology.66
This paper presents and validates a new method of generating 3D masses using67
diusion limited aggregation (DLA). For comparison purposes, masses have also been68
generated using a random walk (RW) method, based on a previously published69
method (Bliznakova et al. 2003). The generated masses are inserted into normal 2D70
digital mammograms using a physics-based approach thus avoiding the need for adhoc71
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morphological operations to produce acceptable appearance. The mass generation72
methods and insertion procedure are described in Section 2. Section 3 describes the73
validation step performed on the realism of the simulated masses using an ROC-based74
approach, with results and discussion reported in Section 4.75
2. Methodology76
Figure 1 presents the overall simulation framework. Masses were generated in 3D using77
either RW (Section 2.1), or DLA (Section 2.2). Section 2.3 describes the method used78
to insert the simulated mass into a 2D mammogram including calculating the primary79
transmission using local glandularity, image degradation caused by the imaging system's80
acquisition process, accounting for scatter and image processing.
Figure 1. Image simulation framework
81
2.1. Generation of masses in 3D:Random walk82
The random walk approach used here is based on the work of Bliznakova et al. (2003)83
and utilizes a recursive random walk in a simple stochastic growth model to produce84
malignant-like masses with irregular boundaries in 3D.85
2.1.1. Method The algorithm initiates by rst incrementing the central voxel of a86
3D binary matrix which represents the mass growth centre. New random walks are87
recursively initiated from this central voxel. At each step of the random walk, an88
adjacent voxel neighbour is randomly selected and its value incremented to one, i.e.89
assigned as part of the mass cluster. This is repeated until the random walk reaches90
its end point. However, each voxel value can only be incremented once in case of91
multiple path crossing. The two key parameters used in the RW approach are n, the92
number of steps in each RW, and R, the number of RWs used to build the mass. Each93
walk terminates if it reaches a predened number of steps or collides with a predened94
bounding box. Masses were simulated with the diameter ranging from 5 to 20 mm95
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in order to produce both subtle and obvious cases to provide a range of clinically96
challenging tasks. A voxel size of 17.5m was chosen which was 1/4 of the imaging97
system detector pixel size (70m for the Hologic Selenia used in this study). This98
facilitated the simulation of ne detail before insertion that would then be ltered and99
sub-sampled to the detector pixel size through the physics of the insertion process.100
2.1.2. Parameter appearance dependency Figure 2 shows how the appearance of a RW101
simulated mass varies when changing the parameters in the growth algorithm. The102
R and n parameters control the texture/density and the size of the simulated mass103
respectively. Figure 2(a) shows how the size of the simulated mass increases when n is104
increased. Figure 2(b) shows how the inner structure of the mass lls when increasing105
R for a constant n, while the size or overall diameter remains roughly unchanged. The106
dotted circle denes the outer boundary of the mass. Over 200 simulations were used107
to study the production of RW masses with dierent sizes and density and bounding108
box. The resulting parameters were then used to produce volumes of size and density109
appropriate for a realistic breast mass, as summarized in Table 1.
(a) (b)
Figure 2. Parameter appearance dependency in RW masses. Projection of the 3D
RW masses for (a) constant R and increasing n,(b) constant n and increasing R from
left to right, the dotted circle denes the outer boundary of the mass.
110
Table 1. Range of optimal RW parameters
Parameter n R bounding box
Range 6,000-40,000 6,000-100,000 cube, ellipsoid, super-ellipsoid
2.2. Generation of masses in 3D: Diusion limited aggregation111
Diusion limited aggregation (DLA) is a type of fractal growth, proposed here to112
simulate the appearance of uneven lesion textures of real breast cancers. DLA was113
originally introduced in modelling crystal formation (Witten & Sander 1981) but this114
is the rst occasion it has been investigated for simulating malignant masses. DLA115
involves the diusion of particles modelled as a Brownian motion/random walk which116
then aggregate under a set of predened rules to form a cluster.117
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 3. 2D representation of the DLA growth process
2.2.1. Method DLA growth begins with assigning a central voxel of a 3D binary matrix118
as a mass or \sticky" cluster or growth centre, as illustrated in Figure 3, shown in 2D for119
ease of visualization. Launch sites are dened as a series of concentric spheres formed120
around the central voxel or cluster centre. The radial distance between launch sites121
and the particle density in each of these is user-dened. Randomly moving particles122
are then launched, one at a time, from the launch sites (Figure 3(a)). Each of these123
mobile particles moves using a random walk process with a user-dened step size. The124
trajectory of the random walk may eventually be located adjacent to the mass or cluster125
centre (Figure 3(b)), in which case the random walk particle may become aggregated126
to the cluster (Figure 3(c)) with a certain probability known as the sticking probability.127
If the sticking probability criterion is not satised the particle is discarded. Thus, the128
cluster forms by addition of random particles reaching adjacent voxels lining the growth129
centre, i.e. entering a single-voxel wide \sticky-zone" surrounding the growth centre.130
If a moving particle fails to reach the sticky cluster or mass growth centre (as is often131
the case) and travels further than a pre-dened distance, it is then discarded (Figure132
3(d,e)). Branch-like shapes can be created by using an appropriate choice of parameters,133
and are formed via the higher probability of the random walk particle hitting the outer134
surface of the sticky cluster before reaching the inner part, thereby creating a porous135
volumetric appearance.136
Figure 4 shows some examples of 3D DLA masses and corresponding 2D projections.137
Table 2 lists the DLA growth parameters, which facilitate greater exibility in controlling138
the microscopic appearance of the simulated masses compared to the RW method. A139
voxel size of 35m was used in growing the DLA masses, which was 1/2 of the imaging140
system detector pixel size used in this study (70m for the Hologic Selenia). This141
increase in voxel size compared to that used for RW masses (17.5m) was because142
of the excessive computational overhead associated with the DLA process, whilst still143
preserving a relatively high level of detail prior to insertion.144
2.2.2. Parameter appearance dependency To illustrate the wide variation in the145
appearance of the simulated masses that can be produced using DLA, several growth146
prescriptions in 2D were performed changing the parameters shown in Table 2. Figure147
5 shows a selection of 2D DLA simulated masses for dierent launching prescriptions.148
Figure 5(a) demonstrates that inappropriate combinations of the distribution of points149
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4. Examples of simulated DLA masses (a-c) in 3D, (d-f) and the corresponding
projections in 2D.
Table 2. DLA parameters
Parameter Description Impact on the mass appearance
N Number of launching particles Size
 Density of particles on launching sphere Texture
C Step size in launching sphere diameter Size and texture
S Step size of the random walk Density
Ps Sticking probability Density
and launching circles can result in unrealistic clusters. The size of the cluster increases150
as the number of launching points, N , increases (Figure 5(b)). For a constant , an151
increase in the C parameter results in a smaller cluster as it is less probable to hit152
a small sticky cluster from a more distant launching point (Figure 5(c)). Figure 5(d)153
shows that by increasing S, a more concentrated mass can be produced where the154
dendritic arms are in closer proximity. This was used to produce masses with a denser155
core by starting with a high S and then decreasing S to produce branch-shaped156
structures. A study of these parameters in 2D was initially used as a guide in selection157
of parameters in subsequent 3D mass generation, as this allowed easier visualisation of158
the internal structure.159
Over 200 DLA simulations were also performed to explore the parameter space160
for simulating structures resembling breast masses. Table 3 summarizes the range of161
parameters which produced the most realistic DLA masses. It should be noted however162
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that DLA parameters are not independent of each other.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5. Parameter appearance dependency of DLA masses. From left to right:(a)
use of exponential, negative exponential, uniform and linear distribution for launching
circles and number of points per circle, (b) increasingN increases the size of the cluster,
(c) larger spaced launching circles result in smaller cluster formation for a constant ,
(d) increase in S results in a smaller denser structure.
Table 3. Range of optimal DLA parameters
Parameter N  C S Ps
Range 106- 5 106 constant 1-5 16-64 0.001-1
163
2.3. Lesion insertion method164
A set of anonymised normal (i.e. pathology-free) mammograms was acquired from UK165
breast screening centres using the Hologic Selenia mammography system. The insertion166
site on the normal mammogram was selected manually. This was undertaken based on167
local morphology and visual appearance and aided through reference to a geographical168
distribution of real screen-detected breast cancers (Brown et al. 2001), which suggests169
more probable areas in the breast where malignancy may be found. Knowledge of lesion170
locations derived from the literature (Tabar et al. 2012) was also employed. The steps171
then used to insert masses into these images are described below as depicted in Figure172
1.173
2.3.1. Calculation of primary transmission The insertion of a mass into a mammogram174
is assumed to modify the primary photon ux detected in the image receptor. But given175
the relatively small size of the mass, it has been assumed that its insertion has negligible176
eect on the overall scatter distribution. We rst address the relative change in primary177
signal in the region of interest (ROI) where the mass is to be inserted. The primary178
photon ux at each pixel before insertion (p0) was calculated using:179
p0 =
X
E
E(E)N(E)e 
P
i
i(E)ti br(E)tbrE (1)180
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where E is the incident photon energy, (E) is the detector energy absorption eciency,181
N(E) is the relative number of X-ray photons at energy E calculated from the spectral182
model of Boone at al. (1997) with a bin size of E. The spectra were matched with the183
associated mammogram acquisition settings in terms of target/lter combination, tube184
voltage, lter thickness and half-value layer derived from the associated Dicom header.185
The primary beam traverses several dierent materials (compression paddle, breast186
support plate, etc.) with attenuation coecients i and thickness ti. tbr is the thickness187
of breast traversed by the beam br represents the attenuation coecient of the breast188
tissue, assumed to be a mixture of adipose and glandular tissues. The composition of189
these tissues was taken from the work of Hammerstein et al. (1979) and the linear190
attenuation coecients were calculated using data from NIST(Berger et al. 2010).191
The attenuation of the primary photon beam after insertion (p1) was calculated192
assuming the equivalent volume of breast tissue is replaced by the mass volume:193
p1 =
X
E
E(E)N(E)e 
P
i
i(E)ti br(E)tbr mass(E)tmass+br(E)tmass 4 E (2)194
where mass represents the attenuation coecient of the breast mass assumed to have the195
same attenuation coecient as glandular tissue and tmass is the thickness of the mass.196
Parallel beam geometry was assumed in the calculation of dierent tissue thickness,197
and x-ray path length was estimated for pixels corresponding to mixtures of glandular,198
adipose and mass tissues according to equation 1 and 2. For the calculation of br, an199
estimate of the local glandularity of the breast over each image pixel was used. For this200
purpose, volumetric breast composition estimation was performed on the mammogram201
using the Volpara software tool (Highnam et al. 2010) which uses physics modelling and202
information derived from the image. The use of Volpara in our insertion process enabled203
more accurate tissue replacement by the inserted mass compared to a global estimate204
of the density of the breast.205
2.3.2. Image degradation chain The process of image degradation caused by the206
imaging system's acquisition process (intrinsic blurring and sampling processes) needs to207
be modelled when inserting a simulated mass template into a clinical mammogram, thus208
avoiding the need for empirical image processing to achieve realistic contrast (Ruschin209
et al. 2005, Hintsala et al. 2009). An approach proposed by Yip et al. (2011) was210
employed in this work which uses a Gaussian model of the modulation transfer function211
(MTF) of the system.212
Thus, the primary templates p0 and p1 (pre- and post- insertion) were ltered with213
a model MTF of the associated imaging system of the normal mammogram used in214
insertion:215
pfilteredi = FFT
 1fFFT (pi):MTFsystemg (3)216
The resultant images were then downsampled to the associated system detector pixel size217
using weighted neighbourhood averaging to produce the arrays pmodified0 and p
modified
1 .218
The ratio of these two quantities, named as the relative transmission factor (RTF), was219
then calculated.220
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2.3.3. Mass insertion and scatter inclusion Having calculated the primary arrays from221
the above, the scatter was taken into consideration in the insertion process. The pixel222
intensity values in the raw image, acquired on the system prior to processing can be223
calculated using equation 4:224
Ii = c  (pi + si) (4)225
where c is a constant relating the primary (p) and scattered (s) photon energy deposition226
to the pixel value and i= 0 or 1 corresponding to the absence or presence of the mass,227
respectively. As noted earlier, it was assumed that the scatter remains unchanged after228
insertion of the mass, i.e. s0 = s1. Therefore, using equation 4, I1 the intensity of the229
raw image after mass insertion can be written as:230
I1 = cp
modified
1  (1 +
s1
pmodified1
) (5)
= cpmodified0 
1
RTF
 (1 + s1
pmodified0
RTF ) (6)
=
I0
1 + SPR
 1
RTF
 (1 + SPR RTF ) (7)
where I0 the pixel value of the raw mammogram before insertion is known and RTF,231
the relative transmission factor, is the ratio of pmodified0 to p
modified
1 , calculated using232
the method described above. The scatter primary ratio (SPR) was calculated using the233
validated Monte Carlo model of Diaz et al. (2010) which is based on the Geant4 toolkit234
(Agostinelli et al. 2003). A series of uniform phantoms with thicknesses in the range of235
3-7 cm and various glandularities (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%) were used. 109 photons emerging236
from a point source at 66 cm from the detector were used for each simulation, irradiating237
the entire imaging area of the receptor. The energy absorbed in a specic region of the238
receptor from primary and scattered photons was scored and the SPR calculated. The239
resulting values were tabulated so that the SPR for any breast thickness and glandularity240
could be found by interpolation. The statistical error for each value calculated was less241
than 0.23% and the compression paddle, breast support and the particular anti-scatter242
grid of the Hologic Selenia system were included in the simulation. The cellular anti-243
scatter grid was designed following the manufacturer's specication. Anti-scatter septa244
were aligned with the X-ray source. Further details can be found in Diaz et al. (2010).245
2.4. Image processing246
Digital mammography systems routinely employ post acquisition image processing prior247
to the display of the image. As the nal step in the mass insertion process, the raw248
mammogram with the inserted mass was processed using the Hologic LORAD FFDM249
Selenia V5.0 image processing package.250
3. Validation251
The simulation procedure was validated using human observer studies and ROC analysis.252
A pre-validation pilot study was performed initially where a small limited set of253
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images containing inserted simulated masses were presented to a group of three expert254
radiologists to evaluate the realism of the masses in terms of their shape, margin and255
density. In this pilot study and thereafter, all the masses were inserted into the images by256
the rst author. Radiologist feedback was used to better understand realistic compared257
to unrealistic insertion sites. The pre-validation pilot study was used to rene the258
parameters selected for subsequently generating >200 RW and >200 DLA candidate259
masses for use in the observer study as summarised in Table 1 and Table 3 for RW260
masses and DLA masses respectively.261
In order to produce a similar range of sizes and shape variability as seen in the262
50 real cases used in the subsequent observer study, 60 RW and 60 DLA masses were263
selected from the RW and DLA groups. This was based on their pre-insertion appearance264
and knowledge gained in the pilot study. Note, many other masses with realistic pre-265
insertion appearance remained in the discarded group, and were not analysed further.266
Each group of 60 masses (from each method) were then inserted in the individual267
mammograms. The images were shown to one of the expert radiologists prior to the268
start of the observer study wherein a small number (10) of these cases were removed269
as they were deemed invisible, or not realised as a mass. Fifty such inserted masses with270
good radiologist feedback (i.e. rated as realistic and realised as an apparent lesion by271
a radiologist) were then used in the observer study. The above experts were excluded272
from the subsequent validation study.273
3.1. Observer study274
An observer study was performed to validate the realism of each of the proposed275
mass simulation methods against real cancers. 150 single view images, cranial-caudal276
or mediolateral-oblique view, were used in the study, of which 50 images contained277
real biopsy-proven cancers, 50 images contained simulated RW masses and 50 images278
contained simulated DLA masses. All the images used in the study were anonymised279
routine breast screening images collected from local breast screening centres. These280
images were acquired using Hologic Selenia systems with a detector pixel size of 70 m281
and a target/lter combination of molybdenum/molybdenum or molybdenum/rhodium.282
The 100 images used for insertion of simulated masses were selected from the images283
classied as normal in breast screening. In each normal image, one simulated mass284
(either RW or DLA) was inserted using the methodology described above.285
The regions of breast tissue into which the simulated masses were inserted presented286
a broad (>10 fold) range of local glandularity and background tissue variability. The287
locations of the inserted masses were distributed in the breast avoiding insertion close288
to the skin and nipple. In 20% of the insertions for each method (DLA and RW),289
the mass was inserted in the close vicinity of non-malignant calcications, in order to290
replicate this eect in the real cancer images used in the observer study, which also had291
calcications present in close vicinity to the real mass (30% real cases). Simulated292
masses with a size range of 5 to 15 mm were generated for the purpose of this study.293
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The total image set was displayed, in random order, one image at a time on a294
high resolution monitor and under the lighting conditions used for reading routine295
screening mammograms. Nine radiologists with 3-18 years of experience in reading296
mammograms, ranked the realism of each mass on a 5-point scale such that 1: denitely297
simulated, 2: probably simulated, 3: indeterminate, 4: probably real and 5: denitely298
real. It is worth noting that DLA and RW produce essentially mass appearance models,299
rather than biological growth models. As the intention was to generate masses of300
malignant appearance, radiologists were also asked for comment on the apparent level301
of suspicion/malignancy. The level of suspicion was ranked using a ve-point scale as302
used in clinical assessments, i.e. 1: normal, 2: benign, 3: indeterminate, 4: suspicious303
and 5: malignant. The observers were given no information on the number of cases in304
each category, but the location of the mass in the mammogram was provided. In-house305
software developed as an ImageJ Java plug-in (Abramo et al. 2004), was designed for306
the validation study which allowed observers to zoom and search freely within the image307
without time constraints. A teaching dataset was used in the beginning of each study to308
familiarise the observer with the validation software. Receiver operating characteristic309
(ROC) analysis (Barrett & Myers 2004) was performed on the observers' ranking of310
realism of the masses for (1) RW masses and real cancers and (2) DLA masses and311
real cancers, following the method previously used by other simulated lesion studies312
(Saunders et al. 2006, Berks et al. 2010b, Skiadopoulos et al. 2003, Shaheen et al. 2011).313
4. Results and Discussion314
Figures 6 and 7 show exemplar images of simulated mass insertions. The variable315
appearances of the masses were achieved using dierent simulation prescriptions. The316
results demonstrate a range of dierent lesion morphologies including embedded masses317
presenting with well-dened, ill-dened and mixed margins, which appear to blend with318
the background. The DLA model can produce masses with more irregular shapes and319
less symmetry compared to RW masses. Both models produce masses with a porous320
volumes, which is characteristic of real masses; a real mass is an inhomogeneous volume321
of cancer cells and malignant structure intermingled with other types of breast or322
necrosed tissue (Tot et al. 2002).323
Figure 8 shows some examples of inserted simulated masses that were ranked as324
unrealistic by the observers. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) are examples of unrealistic shape and325
margin and show that an inappropriate choice of parameters in the mathematical models326
can produce unrealistic structures. Figure 8(c) shows a mass with a density that is too327
low so that the background structures are too easily seen through the mass. Figure 8(d)328
shows an example of lack of interaction of the mass with the background. The current329
work does not address interaction of the mass with the background in terms of tissue330
displacement or simulation of masses with spiculations, which requires further research.331
This also highlights the importance of insertion location and the background structure332
and its aect on the realism of the inserted lesions. A manual insertion approach was333
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6. Examples of RW mass insertion. (a) normal mammogram before the
insertion, (b) mammograms after insertion of RW simulated mass (arrowed) and the
magnied view of the inserted mass for better visualisation, (c) further examples of
inserted RW masses.
adopted because it was not appropriate to develop a fully automatic insertion method334
until the overall method was fully developed and validated. Our objective was to develop335
a series of masses that look realistic over a range of insertion sites. To address the336
subjectivity implied by manual insertion, we utilised a wide range of locations through337
the breast ensuring variability in the local glandularity and background structure for338
insertion sites of both RW and DLA masses.339
Figure 9 presents ROC curves plotted for each of the nine observers for RW masses340
(Figure 9(a)) and DLA masses (Figure 9(b)). The 50:50 chance line representing random341
guessing is also shown. The closer the ROC curve lies to the chance line, the more342
challenging was the task for the observer to correctly dierentiate real and simulated343
masses. The data from the study were analysed further by computing the area under344
the ROC curve (AUC) using the trapezoidal rule along with the 95% condence interval345
(CI) for each observer (Hanley & McNeil 1982). Table 4 shows the AUC and 95% CI346
values for each observer. For eight out of nine observers the 95% CIs of DLA masses347
include the 0.5 value, whereas for RW masses this was achieved for only ve observers.348
For all the observers, except observer 4, the comparison of the individual observer results349
shows reduced AUC for DLA masses compared to RW masses. In addition, the average350
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7. Examples of DLA mass insertion. (a) normal mammogram before the
insertion, (b) mammograms after insertion of DLA simulated mass (arrowed) and the
magnied view of the inserted mass for better visualisation, (c) further examples of
inserted DLA masses.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 8. Examples of unrealistic mass insertions. (a) DLA mass with unrealistic
lobulated shape, (b) RW mass with unrealistic edge, (c) RW mass with a density too
low for a mass, (d) DLA mass with lack of interaction with background.
AUCs over all readers and the corresponding 95% CIs were calculated using the standard351
error for nine AUCs. The average AUC and corresponding CI for RW were 0.60 (0.56,352
0.63), whereas for DLA masses the corresponding values were 0.55 (0.51, 0.59). This353
suggests that DLA masses were more challenging to distinguish as real or simulated for354
observers than RW masses, and ranked as real more often than RW masses. This may355
be because the RW approach can only simulate a small variation in lesion appearance356
which is over-represented in the dataset. However, DLA lesions can be more variable in357
appearance and can represent a wider range of pathology.358
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These results may be compared with similar validations of synthetic mass pathology359
performed by other authors: Saunders et al. (2006) reported an AUC with 95% CIs360
of 0.68 (0.61,0.75) for benign masses and 0.65 (0.58,0.72) for malignant masses. In361
their study 3 expert mammographic readers scored a total of 200 images containing362
approximately equal numbers of real and simulated benign masses, malignant masses363
and microcalcications. Berks at al. (2010b) reported an AUC with 95% CIs of364
0.70(0.61,0.79) for simulation of malignant masses. In their study, 10 experts scored365
a set of 60 images, with 30 real masses and 30 simulated masses. Note that both of366
the above studies used digitized lm-screen mammograms for insertion while in this367
study digital 2D mammograms were used. While Saunders et al. (2006) and Berks et368
al. (2010) presented observers with a limited size ROI on the mammogram including369
the mass, in our study the full mammogram was presented to the observers with the370
ROI highlighted. Such dierences in the design and condition of the study and display371
may aect direct comparison of the statistics above. In our study, a total of 150 images372
were assessed by 9 expert mammographic readers. This produced an average AUC for373
DLA masses in the present study which lies below the condence interval provided in374
previous work and closer to 0.5, implying a more realistic mass appearance.375
Given that some ROC results are closer to the line of unity than others, we have also376
analysed individual responses with years of screening experience (Table 4). This showed377
that observers with >6 years experience produced an AUC statistic of 0.57-0.65 for RW378
masses, with somewhat more convincing performance for DLA masses (0.52-0.64).
(a) (b)
Figure 9. ROC curves for individual observers for (a) RW and real masses,(b) DLA
and real masses
379
Figure 10 compares the overall ranking for total real, RW and DLA cases for all the380
observers. This highlights the (mis-)classication of real masses. One might therefore381
expect that a \convincing" simulated mass would produce similar mis-classication as382
an authentic real mass. It can be seen that although both sets of simulated masses oer383
similar behaviour, particularly in the equivocal case, it is the DLA masses which most384
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Table 4. AUC and 95 CI for each observer and average of all observers for RW and
DLA masses.
RW DLA
Observer Yrs of exp. AUC 95% CI AUC 95% CI
1 18 0.65 (0.54,0.76) 0.59 (0.48,0.71)
2 11 0.58 (0.47,0.69) 0.52 (0.40,0.63)
3 6 0.65 (0.54,0.76) 0.58 (0.47,0.69)
4 2 0.54 (0.43,0.66) 0.56 (0.45,0.68)
5 11 0.64 (0.53,0.75) 0.64 (0.53,0.75)
6 3 0.54 (0.43,0.65) 0.47 (0.35,0.58)
7 11 0.57 (0.46,0.68) 0.52 (0.40,0.63)
8 6 0.62 (0.51,0.73) 0.54 (0.43,0.65)
9 5.5 0.58 (0.47,0.69) 0.51 (0.39,0.62)
Mean 8.16 0.60 (0.56,0.63) 0.55 (0.51,0.59)
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Figure 10. Global histogram of all observers for the real and simulated masses realism
ranking.
Table 5. Summary of pooling all observers' results using majority voting for each
mass. This shows the proportion of masses ranked as \real", the proportion of masses
ranked as \recall", and the proportion of the masses ranked as both \real" and \recall"
by the majority voting.
Mass type Real RW DLA
number of cases 50 50 50
proportion ranked as real 94% 68% 84%
proportion ranked as recall 86% 84% 78%
proportion ranked as real and recall 80% 54% 62%
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closely match the classication pattern of the real cases.385
In Table 5, the ranking of particular masses produced by pooling all observer results386
and using majority voting for each mass is summarized. Here, a mass was classied as387
\real" if the majority of the observers voted 3 or more on mass realism ranking (based388
on the 5-point realism scale as described in section 3.1.). As the table shows, DLA gave389
better results for producing masses of real appearance (84%) compared to RW (68%).390
In the UK, a patient is recalled if the clinical assessment of a screen-detected lesion391
is ranked as indeterminate, suspicious or malignant. Therefore, in this study a mass392
was classied as a \recall" case if the majority of the observers voted 3 or more on its393
level of suspicion (as described in section 3.1). This table also shows the proportion394
of masses ranked as both \real" and \recall". The data for each category of genuine395
real, simulated RW and simulated DLA masses were analysed separately. The results396
show that although the RW masses were more likely to be ranked as recall, they were397
also more likely to be ranked as being simulated. Therefore, the DLA method is more398
likely to produce masses that look both real and ranked as a recall. The ranking results399
for real cases used in the study are also presented in this table for comparison. These400
results, taken together with the ROC analysis, may have been improved upon, if in401
retrospect, better matching of the real vs simulated pathologies had occurred.402
5. Conclusion403
This work presents a computational model of breast mass appearance using fractal404
growth which can exhibit a range of lesion appearances, and thus overcomes some of405
the drawbacks in previous work. Masses generated using RW and DLA models were406
inserted into raw digital 2D mammograms using a physical model of the imaging process407
and compared. Local glandularity was used for the rst time to account for local breast408
composition, combined with polychromatic X-ray spectra to produce realistic lesion409
attenuation. In addition, the raw digital images with inserted simulated masses were410
processed with the manufacturer's image processing software; this post-processing step411
is essential to preserve overall clinical appearance.412
The physics-based insertion process proposed here for both approaches avoids the413
need for ad hoc image enhancements. An ROC study of realism gave an average AUC414
and corresponding 95% CIs of 0.55 (0.51,0.59) for DLA masses. This suggests that415
the DLA approach appears to produce a more realistic range of mass appearances416
compared to the RW approach, which achieved an AUC of 0.60 (0.56,0.63). Both results417
demonstrate improvement compared to previously published ROC studies of realism of418
the simulated masses. The mass simulation models may be used subsequently as part419
of a tool to evaluate dierent breast imaging technologies and their performance in the420
detection task. These mass models combined with realistic simulated microcalcications421
(e.g. Shaheen et al. (2011)) and inserted in 2D digital mammograms can be used for422
such studies. Since these models are in three dimensions, they could also be used to423
study and compare 2D and 3D breast imaging. These topics are the subject of on-going424
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work.425
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